If so please put down the names of the proper persons for the Tournament Bureau to contact.

Remarks: Please write here any criticism, suggestions, etc., you have in connection with open tournament golf.

Illinois PGA to Rescue of Midwest Turf Garden

ILLINOIS PGA has authorized contribution of $500 to the fund for the preservation of the Midwest Turf Garden of the USGA Green Section, thus making it certain that present highly important experiments at the garden will be carried through the year.

The Illinois pros were enthusiastic and unanimous in their action, endorsing the Midwest garden and the Green Section activities in general as invaluable services to American golf. The pro financial support matches that of the Chicago District Golf Assn. Pro opinion voiced by Alex Cunningham, veteran pro-supt. of the North Shore GC and echoed by his fellow members was that Green Section work made courses more pleasant for members, helped to reduce maintenance expense and uncertainty, and thus was right in line with pro service policies.

President James Wilson of the Illinois PGA, in introducing the subject, said: "Here is where we can show our clubs, the USGA and the Chicago District Golf Assn. that whatever money the pros can get is money we are willing to have spent wisely for increasing our members' enjoyment of the game."

The Illinois PGA action has not lessened efforts to secure financial support necessary for the full program of service and research that the USGA Green Section has outlined for the Midwest station providing adequate funds are forthcoming.

M-B TEES
PACKAGES OF 18
BOXES OF 1,000
BULK, 1,000 to 5,000,000
RED, YELLOW, PINK.
M. & B. MFG. CO.
BOX 877, BANGOR, ME.

THE SWEET SHOT
GIVES HARD HITTERS
100% SATISFACTION

75c Each
Sold ONLY in PRO shops
The Sweet Shot has Worthington's new Patented Compression Filled Liquid Center, an EXCLUSIVE feature that has contributed to its unusual success. It is a lively Ball that is easy to control and will give your low handicap Golfers ALL AROUND satisfaction. You can build for yourself a profitable and protected volume on the Sweet Shot—it is sold by PROS only.

The Tommy Armour Ball brought Pro Shops lots of business last year and will bring more this year. It has a tough thin cover and will take unbelievable punishment—the best 50c Ball for the "average" Golfer. Be sure to stock.

"RULES of GOLF"
Your members may like a copy of the Official U.S.G.A. "Rules of Golf". We have a limited supply available.

30 Years of Existence Confined Exclusively to the Successful Manufacture of One Product Qualify a Company to Claim Leadership in the Field.

Write for Details